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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

SCOPE

PACIFIC BLUE METAL PTY LTD
Possum Brush Quarry

This document has been prepared to support an application by Pacific Blue Metal Pty Ltd (the
“Proponent” or “PBM”) to modify Development Consent 283/97. A copy of the Application
Form and supporting correspondence is reproduced in Attachment 1.
Possum Brush Quarry is located approximately 2km west of the Pacific Highway at Possum
Brush and 4km northwest of Failford and 5km northeast of Nabiac (see Figure 1.1).
The modification sought is of a minor nature and would involve the extraction of weathered
rock within a 1 120m2 area to improve internal access and safety around the on-site
weighbridge, workshops and processing area.
This document presents relevant background information about the Quarry together with details
of the proposed modification and likely impacts. The extent of information presented is
considered appropriate for the relatively minor/negligible impacts that would arise from the
operations within the additional extraction area.
This document has been compiled by Mr Rob Corkery, M.Appl.Sc., B.Sc (Hons), Principal of
R.W. Corkery & Co. Mr Corkery has assisted the Proponent in the preparation of the range of
environmental documentation for Possum Brush Quarry since 1998.
1.2

BACKGROUND

Possum Brush Quarry has been operated by the Proponent since 1987 providing both road base
and aggregate products for the construction industry and the upgrading of the Pacific Highway.
The Quarry is currently operating in accordance with Development Consent 283/97 which was
issued by the Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning on 25 May 1998 following a
Commission of Inquiry and modified on two occasions since, namely:
i)

on 4 February 2003, in response to an application to modify conditions relating to
the width of the sealed section of Possum Brush Road and rehabilitation of
Possum Bruch Road between the Pacific Highway and the Quarry entrance; and

ii)

on 5 December 2006, in response to an application to modify the conditional
requirements relating to road maintenance contributions for Possum Brush Road.

Figure 1.2 displays the approved extraction area (as defined in Figure 1 within Development
Consent 283/97) together with areas nominated for the processing area and asphalt plant.
Since 1987, PBM has produced in excess of 3 million tonnes of products from the greywacke
extracted within the Quarry Site. The Quarry is well recognised for the high quality of its
construction aggregates with the products used on the Pacific Highway upgrades and other
State and local roads between Newcastle and Coffs Harbour.
The Proponent obtained development consent from Greater Taree City Council in July 2005 to
construct and operate an asphalt plant with an annual throughput of up to 30 000 tonnes. The
approved area of the asphalt plant is displayed on Figure 1.2. This plant has provided the
Proponent with the opportunity to use its premium aggregates in a range of hot mix/asphalt
products used throughout its market area.
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Figure 1.1

Locality Plan
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Figure 1.2

PACIFIC BLUE METAL PTY LTD
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Existing Approved Components

A5/Colour

1.3

EXISTING QUARRY AND ITS ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING AND
PERFORMANCE

1.3.1

The Existing Quarry

Figure 1.2 displays the four main components of the existing quarry.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.3.2

two extraction areas (Areas A and B) covering 14.7ha;
a processing area and associated stockpile areas covering 2.0ha;
an asphalt plant covering 1.2ha; and
the administration office and amenities are located adjacent to the approved
extraction area and immediately south of the Quarry Access Road.
Environmental Setting

Possum Brush Quarry is located in an elevated hilly area west of the Pacific Highway in an area
largely surrounded by substantially uncleared native vegetation to the west, south and east
(Figure 1.3). The land to the north of the Quarry Site falls gradually to the north and northeast
and comprises partially cleared grazing land. The vegetation on the northern side of the
approved extraction area shields the extraction areas although small sections of the southern
faces behind the asphalt plant and processing area are visible from one residence and short
sections of Possum Brush Road.
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Figure 1.3

Local Setting
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A number of rural lifestyle blocks are located around the Quarry, i.e. beyond a substantial
vegetated buffer around the extraction areas. The Quarry has been intentionally placed in areas
that are well shielded both topographically and visually behind the substantial vegetation and at
distances of greater than 1km to the residences to the east and northwest and approximately
0.5km from the closest residence to the south. It is noted that there is considerable topographic
relief between the extraction areas and the various residences to the south.
Plates 1.1 to 1.4 display recent photographs of the main components of the Possum Brush
Quarry. The locations and directions of these plates are displayed on Figure 2.2.
1.3.3

Environmental Performance

From an environmental perspective, the Quarry has operated for many years with few
complaints being received. In recent years, however, some surrounding residents have raised
issues relating principally to noise arising from trucks travelling on the steep section of the
internal Quarry Access Road east of the Administration Office. Whilst the frequency of
occurrence of noise related to incoming and departing trucks has been limited, the Proponent
has endeavoured to eliminate this problem.
Environmental monitoring is undertaken as required by the Environment Protection Licence
(EPL3393) for the Quarry. Full compliance is achieved for the water quality and blast
monitoring. Noise monitoring has established that the relevant noise criteria on the EPL were
complied with during the 2011-2012 monitoring although it is acknowledged truck noise was
audible from some surrounding residences, albeit at levels comparable to truck noise
originating from the Pacific Highway. Attachment 2 reproduces the most recent noise
monitoring report for a period during October 2012. It is noted that monitoring undertaken by
the EPA in May 2012 recorded comparable levels to those presented in Attachment 2.

1.4

CONSULTATION

Prior to the lodgement of the modification application, the Proponent and/or RW Corkery & Co
approached both Greater Taree City Council and EPA to discuss the proposed application.
An officer of the Greater Taree City Council inspected the Quarry, and the proposed additional
extraction area in particular, and provided the Proponent with a letter advising “Council has no
objection to the proposed modification” – see Attachment 1.
Discussions with Mr Peter Jamieson of the EPA (Newcastle Office) similarly established that
the nature of the proposed modification was minor and given his knowledge of the Quarry did
not expect any issues with the proposed modification.
The proposed modification was included in the 2011-2012 Annual Environmental Report for
the Quarry which was presented to the Quarry Community Consultative Committee at its most
recent meeting in October 2012. No resident representatives expressed any concerns to the
Company’s proposal.
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Plate 1.1

View to the southeast towards broken rock from a recent blast in Area B

Plate 1.2

View to the southwest across the processing plant

Plate 1.3

Plate 1.4
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View to the west towards the asphalt plant

View to the west towards the Quarry administration office
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2.

T H E P R O P O S E D M O D I F I C AT I O N

2.1

PROPOSED CONSENT MODIFICATION

The Proponent is seeking to modify Condition 1 of Development Consent 283/97 to the
southern boundary of Extraction Area B as displayed in Figure 2.1. An amended copy of
Figure 1 from Development Consent 283/97 showing the proposed modified boundary is
included in Attachment 1. The modified condition would reference this document. No other
modifications to the existing approval conditions are sought i.e. there would be no change to the
approved production rate, hours of operation or life of the quarry.

2.2

MODIFIED EXTRACTION AREA B

Figure 2.1 displays the two approved extraction areas within the Possum Brush Quarry, namely
Areas A and B, the approved processing area, asphalt plant, section of the Quarry Access Road
and administration office together with the proposed additional extraction area in Area B north
of the Quarry Access Road. The additional extraction area lies wholly within Lot 109 DP
753195 as displayed on Figures 1.1 (Land Titles Inset) and 2.1. It is noted that the additional
extraction area covering 1 120m2 amounts to less 1% of the existing 14.7ha approved extraction
area.
Figure 2.1

Approved and Proposed Activities
A5 / Colour

Figure 2.2 displays a detailed layout of Possum Brush Quarry extracted from the 2011/2012
Environmental Management Report identifying the proposed additional extraction area within
the southeastern corner of Extraction Area B.
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The proposed additional extraction area covers an area of approximately 1 120m2 and would
yield approximately 13 000 bank cubic metres of weathered greywacke suitable for use in select
and road base products. Plate 2.1 displays a view to the southwest towards the proposed
additional extraction area identifying the approximate boundaries of the proposed additional
extraction area.

Plate 2.1

View to the Southwest towards the
Proposed Additional Extraction Area (Ref: No. E484J_020)

Figure 2.3 displays the existing contours within the proposed additional extraction area.
Essentially, the removal of the weathered greywacke within additional extraction area would
enable the Proponent to develop a safer and more practical internal road network to allow
separation of traffic in and around the workshop, weighbridge and processing area.
The proposed additional extraction area would be developed with two benches as displayed in
Sections AA and BB in Figure 2.3. The benches within the proposed additional extraction area
would be up to 8m to 10m high with a 3m wide catch bench and with a near horizontal bench at
approximately 143m AHD. The final face angles both above and below the catch bench would
be approximately 80º. The proposed additional extraction area would provide for a 10m to 15m
wide setback from the edge of the existing workshops.
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Figure 2.2

Activities Proposed During 2012-2013 within Quarry Area
A3 / Colour
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Proposed Additional Extraction Area
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METHOD OF EXTRACTION

The proposed additional extraction area would firstly be marked out with new boundary pegs
established at Points 10A, 10B 10C (see Figure 2.3). The remaining vegetation within this area
would be removed and either mulched, used for firewood or agricultural purposes, e.g. fence
posts.
Negligible soil is present within the proposed additional extraction area, however, the
Proponent would attempt to recover the available topsoil for longer term rehabilitation activities
on site. Any recoverable topsoil would be placed on quarry benches that are being finalised.
The weathered greywacke would be extracted using the on-site 65 tonne excavator. Access to
the upper level of the additional extraction area would be gained from a ramp developed from
the processing area. Extraction would commence in the upper section (i.e. above 143m AHD)
with the excavated material placed on the floor of the existing extraction area and/or processing
area below. Once extraction is completed on the upper level to approximately 143m AHD, a
3m wide catch bench would be retained and the lower section of the extraction area would then
be extracted. All extracted material would be relocated to the surge stockpile adjacent to the
processing plant (front-end loader/haul truck) for use as a raw material in the production of
select or road base products.
The extraction activities within the proposed additional extraction area would be undertaken in
conjunction with the proposed reshaping of the processing area as identified in Figure 2.2.
The extraction within the proposed additional extraction area would be undertaken over a
period of approximately 2 months with the daily rate of extraction reflecting the requirements
for products on that day of operations.

2.4

FINAL LANDFORM

Figure 2.4 displays the final landform at the end of the extraction activities within the proposed
additional extraction area. Essentially, the final landform will provide a streamlined southern
face behind the workshops with the highest section of the excavation being 155m AHD.

2.5

EMPLOYMENT

The proposed modification would not contribute to any changes to the workforce at the Quarry.
Rather, the minor modification is proposed to provide a more practical and safe workplace for
the Quarry’s workforce.
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Figure 2.4

Final Landform
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3.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L S A F E G U A R D S A N D I M PA C T S

3.1

INTRODUCTION

This section provides a range of information about the proposed additional area and identifies
the various design and operational safeguards that would be adopted by the Proponent during
the extraction of the weathered greywacke within the proposed additional extraction area. The
impacts of the extraction within the additional extraction area are provided based largely upon
the performance of the existing quarry, based on observations by the document author and/or
monitoring results.
3.2

NOISE

The proposed location of the additional area extraction within Area B will not require any
additional noise safeguards beyond those already adopted within the Quarry. The proposed
additional area for extraction is well shielded given its location at the southern side of Area B in
an area shielded by the surrounding topography to the south, northeast and the east. All
earthmoving equipment used for the proposed extraction is operated with standard exhaust
mufflers and within the approved hours of operation.
The extraction of the material from the additional extraction area would be undertaken using the
equipment already used in the same manner in the existing quarry. Essentially, the extraction in
the southern-most section of Area B is most distant from the residences to the north and
shielded substantially from the closest residence to the south by the existing topography
between the Quarry and that residence. The elevations of the additional extraction area are
marginally higher than the elevated areas within Area B that have been extracted during the
past 5 years and proposed within 2012-2013. Given the extraction activities (including drilling)
in those areas have not caused exceedances of noise criteria, the extraction within the additional
extraction area would similarly not be expected to cause any noise exceedances, particularly
since the additional extraction area is approximately 250m more distant from the residences to
the north and northeast.
It is also noted that the activities within the additional extraction area would not be visible from
any surrounding residence or public road due to a combination of natural topography and
vegetation.
The extraction of the additional material would be undertaken within the normal extraction
operations of the Quarry and would not involve the extraction of material above the approved
annual rate of extraction.
The Proponent commissions annual noise monitoring programs by Spectrum Acoustics, the
most recent of which is attached to demonstrate compliance with the Proponent’s existing
conditional requirements with Development Consent 283/97 and EPL3393. The noise
monitoring established the Quarry operations are compliant with the conditional requirements
of Development Consent 283/97 and EPL 3393. The Proponent acknowledges that noise levels
are attributable to product trucks travelling on the steep section of the Quarry Access Road east
of the administration office have been the subject of noise complaints in the recent past.
However, noise measurements undertaken by Spectrum Acoustics and the EPA have
established that the noise levels of the occasional truck travelling on the internal Quarry Access
Road are comparable to the considerable number of heavy vehicles travelling on the nearby
Pacific Highway, 24 hours per day.
14
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It is concluded that in the absence of any substantial change in the method of operation and the
proposed shielded location of the proposed additional area for extraction would not contribute
to any change in the noise levels emitted from the Quarry. Hence, no changes in impacts would
occur as a result of the operations within the additional extraction area.

3.3

AIR QUALITY

The proposed location of the additional area for extraction within Area B will provide
considerable shielding from the prevailing winds in the vicinity of Possum Brush. The area is
well shielded by topography to the west, south, east and northeast. The Proponent has
established through the existing operations within weathered greywacke that there is sufficient
moisture in the rock to limit dust generation during its extraction, particularly when extracted
using an excavator.
The proposed extraction within the additional extraction area would not change the level of dust
emissions within the Quarry as the proposed extraction would be undertaken in an area already
extracted and proposed for extraction to provide the required landform for the processing area.
It is assessed that there would no change in the air quality surrounding the Quarry as a result of
the proposed additional extraction operations, particularly since the proposed extraction would
effectively occur instead of elsewhere in the approved extraction area. It is noteworthy that the
shielded nature of the Quarry operations and the substantial native vegetation surrounding the
Quarry has contributed to the low levels of dust beyond the activity areas. Given the absence of
noticeable quarry-related dust in the local environment, there has been no requirement for dust
monitoring. The absence of legitimate dust-related complaints since the Quarry commenced
further supports the effectiveness of dust controls within the Quarry.

3.4

SURFACE WATER

The proposed surface water runoff from the proposed additional extraction area would flow in
the same direction as it currently does towards, and into Dam No. 1. There is limited upslope
runoff from the proposed additional extraction area as the Quarry Access Road located above
the area (see Figure 2.2) collects the bulk of the upslope runoff for direction to the site water
management system, also reporting to Dam No. 1.
The catch bench within the proposed additional extraction area will be designed to direct runoff
from the additional extraction area and its upslope surrounds to a stable drop down area in the
vicinity of Point 10A.
Dam 1 is the upper-most dam within the approved quarry area and is used as a source of water
for dust suppression within the Quarry. As such, this dam rarely overflows, however, in an
event that an overflow does occur, the water reports to a further dam (Dam 3 – Figure 1.3)
beyond the northern boundary of the approved quarry on land owned by the Proponent. All
monitoring undertaken of overflow from Dam 3 has complied with the discharge requirements
of EPL 3933 at that location.

R. W. CORKERY & CO. PTY. LIMITED
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The absence of any change in the direction of runoff together the minimal change in the
quantity of runoff (due to higher runoff coefficient), there would be no change in the existing
impact. As a consequence, there would no additional impacts relating to surface water.

3.5

VISIBILITY

No additional safeguards are required to reduce or avoid visibility-related issues as the
proposed additional extraction area is already shielded visually from all surrounding residences
and the public road network. As a consequence, the extraction of the additional material will
not cause any visual impacts.

3.6

ECOLOGY

The additional area within Area B is largely cleared as a result of previous clearing for bushfire
control and for the installation of an internal overhead telephone line (see Plate 2.1). Only
limited areas of low scrub and four regrowth trees with diameters greater than approximately
100mm would be removed. None of the trees to be removed contain tree hollows. The trees
comprise two Grey Gums (Eucalyptus punctata) and two Narrow-leaved ironbark (Eucalyptus
crebra). Neither tree species is listed as endangered nor is the community in which they are
located. This vegetation community is common within and surrounding the Proponent’s
landholding. The impact of the removal of these four trees would be negligible, particularly in
light of the considerable vegetation remaining on the Proponent’s land outside the approved
disturbance area.

3.7

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE

The additional extraction area lies in an area that was the subject of an archaeological survey
conducted in 1994 by Brayshaw & Associates Consultant Archaeologists for the EIS for the
1997 development application. No sites or isolated finds of flaked-stone artefacts were located
within the proposed areas of disturbance, nor are sites likely to be present given the
comparatively steep topography, vegetation and lack of water. Reliance is placed upon the
conclusion by Brayshaw & Associates in 1984 in which it is stated “there is no obstacle to
development on archaeological grounds and the Koe-Inba Regional Aboriginal Sites Protection
Committee recommended that “no Aboriginal impediment be placed on the proposed
development of the area”.

3.8

CONCLUSION

The proposed extraction within the additional area in Area B will provide the Proponent with a
much more practical and safer working environment around the existing workshops,
weighbridge and processing plant without any additional adverse impacts arising from the
extraction activities. As consequence of no additional environmental impacts, it is considered
appropriate for the requested modification to the boundary of Extraction Area B to be approved.
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